CMSC434
Intro to Human-Computer Interaction

Video Prototype Presentations
Wednesday, April 4th, 2012
Instructor: Jon Froehlich
TA: Kotaro Hara
Midterm Grades

Without Bonus Points
Avg = 73, Med = 74
Min = 43, Max = 95
Midterm Grades

With Bonus Points

Avg = 78, Med = 79
Min = 45, Max = 100
Midterm Grades

You have until classtime (2PM) on Monday, April 9th to ask for a regrade on a question.

You must email Kotaro and describe the problem.

Your grade could either go up or down depending on the mistakes we find.
Next Assignments

You need to fill out a peer evaluation survey on your team’s performance on the “Video Prototype” assignment.

The next team assignment will be posted later today: “Lo-to-Mid Fidelity Testing and Evaluation”
CMSC434 Team Project Video Prototype Presentations

It's video prototype presentation time!

Please be polite and respectful in your critiques. Malicious, unconstructive comments will NOT be tolerated. We are all in this together. Let’s support each other towards the goal of making our projects the best they can possibly be.

Jon and Kotaro

Please enter your name: *

Please enter your University ID (should be a number): *